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~ THE LAST NEWSLETTER ~
This will be the last newsletter provided in this
format for those members who have provided E-mail
addresses. Henceforth the newsletter will be sent by
E-mail, in PDF format. It is hoped there will as usual
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~ THE GOOD OLD DAZE ~
A glimpse of the past you have never seen before.
The good old days, everyone’s heard of them.
“They’re long gone you say, No connection to my

be four issues annually, depending upon members

life today”.
Not so, in fact the past creates the present. Unless

willingness to provide material, and these will be

you have personally invented everything you use,

sent on the weekend before a meeting. PDF is a

you are connected to the past.
Want to prove this to yourself?

cross-platform format and requires a PDF reader
which can be downloaded free of charge from Adobe
Corporation.

This July over fifty, creatively crafted, life size,
‘People from the Past’ will offer an intriguing look at

For those members without an E-mail address, their
newsletter will be sent via Canada Post as usual.

‘The Good Old Daze’ that shaped today’s lifestyle.
Meet Al Capone, rumoured to have smuggled rum

It is expected that this initiative will spare several

to the area during prohibition in the 1920s. Discover

additional trees for hugging.

where chocolate bars, ice cream cones blue jeans and



many other things we take for granted, actually
originated.

The Society has incorrect E-mail addresses for the
following members:

Bring the whole family
Follow the map provided by participating Mill Bay

Barbara Forsyth
Catherine Shale
Rose Westcott
John Youson

businesses to see all the amazing figures.
Take part in the scavenger hunt and win prizes
Vote for your favorite figures
Enjoy the entertainment and awards, Thursday, July

Please send a blank E-mail with VHS as the first word
in the subject line to: bitterne@shaw.ca so that the
addresses may be corrected and you will continue to
receive your newsletters and other timely information

25 at 6:00pm
Saturday, July 13 to Thursday, July 25
Mill Bay Mall and surrounding area
Sundays only July 28 – August 18

Bamberton site
The Mill Bay/Malahat Historical Society,
The Bamberton Historical Society,
Mill Bay Merchants
South Cowichan Chamber of Commerce
For more info go to:
www.mbcl.ca or www.bambertonhistoricalsociety.org

travelled to the Middlemore Emigration Home in
Birmingham where they were treated little better
than animals on their arrival and were discouraged
from contacting each other so they would “toughen
up.” On September 8, 1937, Marjorie and Kenny
were sent by train to London from where they would
travel to Canada to a new home at the Prince of
Wales Fairbridge Farm School at Cowichan Station.


~BOOK REVIEW ~

The group sailed from Liverpool on the Duchess of
Atholl with their minds full of misconceptions about
Canada and worry about family members left
behind. After a long trip across the ocean and a rail

Marjorie: Too Afraid to Cry
by Patricia Skidmore
Dundurn Press (Toronto), 2012.
This is the story of Marjorie Arnison, one of the
thousands of children sent from England to new
homes around the British Commonwealth. It is, at
the same time, a voyage of discovery for the author,
Marjorie’s daughter. The author tells us that
children were sent abroad as early as 1618 to supply
“cheap white labour” to the Virginia colony. Child
migrants were documented as late as the early
1970s.

trip across Canada, they eventually landed in
Nanaimo, from where buses took them to Cowichan
Station.
Children were assigned to cottages and were
expected to attend school and work hard. They were
isolated in the midst of a large forest and knew little
about the surrounding countryside. Marjorie was
pleased when her sister Audrey arrived in 1938, but
Joyce had been considered “too old” and remained
in England. Just after her 16th birthday, Marjorie
was placed as a domestic in a home in Victoria to
look after an elderly, wheelchair-bound woman.

Many were plucked from their poor families, some

Having no training for this job, she asked for a

without even permission from their parents, and

different posting. Her next posting was with a family

sent overseas to a new life. The charities that

in Vancouver. She recalls this as her first experience

arranged for these activities believed that they were

in family life since hers was disrupted in 1937 and

doing “the best” for the children, but it is hard to

has remained in close contact with this family ever

imagine being separated from your parents at a very

since.

young age (some as young as 3), never to see them
again. Families were also split apart.

Marjorie married in 1948 and soon was the mother
of 5 children. When her husband died in November

In the case of Marjorie, her father who had left the

1957, she found herself struggling to raise her

family home to search for work (and to send a

children, much as her mother had so many years

pittance home to his family – never enough to

ago, but Marjorie was strong and survived with her

support them) gave his permission for four of his

family intact.

children to be taken away by the Fairbridge Society.
In February 1937, despite their mother’s objections,
Marjorie, her older sister Joyce, brother Kenny and
younger sister Audrey were examined by doctors and
deemed to be suitable for placement overseas. They

The author, Patricia, often wondered why her
mother never talked about her family – why there
were no grandparents, aunts, uncles and cousins.
She did not know at the time that Marjorie had
managed to survive by casting aside her former life

and beginning a new one. Patricia began to unravel

and her journey through life. It is also a journey for

her mother’s story by contacting sources in England

her daughter who helped her mother reconstruct

from whom she was able to reconstruct much of the

her early life and come to terms with what had

first 10 years of Marjorie’s life in Whitley Bay. In

happened. It documents a journey of healing and

2007, she took Marjorie back to the area where she

reconciliation with the living and the dead, and new

visited with her older sister Joyce and, as they visited

beginnings for both mother and daughter. It also

sites, memories came tumbling back. Following the

reveals the breaking up of families by groups who

pair with her notebook, the author pieced together

though they were doing what was best for the

more details of the life before the family was split up.

children. It is hard to understand how uprooting

Although Marjorie’s mother had visited her in

young children from the only homes they had ever

Canada in 1969, it was not a happy reunion as

known and shipping them to “colonies” around the

Marjorie mistakenly believed that her mother had

globe was beneficial to those youngsters. Some

sent her away. Now, in 2007, she visited her mother’s

seemed to survive under the farm school system,

grave and silently forgave her.

while most seemed to have suffered some trauma.

In February 2010, Marjorie was invited to witness the

This book is very well written – hard to put down –

formal apology to child migrants by then Prime

and is illustrated with the few images that have been

Minister Gordon Brown. It was not until she had a

found. The author paints word pictures that are

personal apology from him, that she finally shed her

compelling and easy to imagine. It is highly

shame and realized that she had not been to blame

recommended for anyone who is interested in

for her misfortunes over the years.

history, families and children.
Helen Edwards

This book is more than the story of Marjorie Arnison

Victoria - Chief Town of Vancouver’s Island
Illustrated London News 4 September, 1858

THE LOSS OF THE GEORGE MCGREGOR
It was a dark and stormy night...but by the time Mr.

of stormy weather, it was decided to return to
Victoria that same night.

Darimont rose and went downstairs to make his

The vessel sailed from Bamberton about midnight

morning coffee things were somewhat calmer.

and proceeded along the relatively sheltered waters

Looking towards the beach from the window of his

of Saanich inlet before reaching the tip of the

house on Seaview Road at Ten Mile Point he saw a

Saanich Peninsula then south past Sidney Island and

figure moving unsteadily by the shoreline. He

crossing Cordova Bay. Here they became exposed to

immediately telephoned the nearby Royal Victoria

the effects of the increasingly strong SE gale and the

Yacht Club for assistance and then hurried down to

tug began to bounce around. They safely negotiated

the shore to discover 17-year-old Gerald Anderson,

Ten Mile Point running between Chatham Island

the lone survivor of the crew of the tug George

and Cadboro Point and continued past Gonzales

McGregor which had sunk during the early morning

Point. Here a decision was made to avoid the

off Trial Island.

channel inside Trial Island and instead to set course

The George McGregor was a small steel-hulled tug, 74
feet long, one of a series of 16 built in 1943 by the
Reliable Welding Works of Olympia, Washington.
She was commissioned by the US Maritime
Commission for use by the US Army in Alaska.
Following the end of WWII she became redundant to
the requirements of the army and, together with her
sisters, was sold to private interests. This particular
vessel, ST170, was sold to the Victoria Tug Company
in 1947 and, following a refit in a Vancouver
shipyard, was brought to the island and used for
local service in and around Victoria. She was
renamed George McGregor after the founder of the
company.

to pass to the south of the island. It quickly became
clear to the captain that the vessel was in trouble and
he decided to turn and run for shelter. During this
manoeuvre she was hit broadside by a large wave
which caused her to roll over to one side, Before she
could return to the upright position she was hit by
another wave. It was now apparent that the ship
would sink and the captain ordered the lifeboat to be
launched, but in the process of trying to free it from
its stowed position it struck a part of the hull and
was holed. Following a struggle, the damaged boat
was launched and immediately capsized. Five
members of the crew jumped overboard and
dragged themselves onto the bottom of the
upturned boat. Very shortly thereafter the tug sank

For several months prior to the sinking, the George

carrying with it the two members of the crew who

McGregor had been employed on a more or less

had been unable to get themselves from their cabins

regular schedule running between Victoria and

onto the deck of the foundering vessel. Such was the

various locations along the Georgia Strait towing

speed of the sinking that no time was available to

scows loaded with bulk cargoes or with empty scows.

send a distress signal, nor for the crew to don their

This schedule meant regularly negotiating Ten Mile

life preservers.

Point, an area noted for its strong and capricious
currents.

The upturned lifeboat, with its five crewmen clinging
to the keel, drifted across Cadboro Bay and one by

On this occasion the George McGregor had travelled

one four of them succumbed to fatigue and slipped

from Victoria on the evening of Friday 25 November

from the fragile craft and sank beneath the turbulent

1949 with empty scows in tow bound for Bamberton

waters. One hardy soul remained, and eventually

and arrived there safely at about 23:30. There the

the boat drifted ashore at Ten Mile Point, there to be

scows were discharged. Then, in spite of the forecast

discovered by Mr. Darimont. Mr. Anderson was

taken indoors and given a hot drink to help him

Victoria citizens and on 22 December General

warm up, and his father was summoned. He arrived

Pearkes sent a telegram to the Mininster of

shortly thereafter and he and his son went home by

Transport requesting a change of venue to Victoria.

taxi. The following morning Gerald Anderson

This caused a slight delay in the proceedings for lack

reported for work!

of an available judge.

The search and rescue authorities were immediately

The inquiry was held in the Victoria Courthouse in

informed and a search began for the missing men.

Bastion Square, a building that now houses the

Despite a comprehensive effort involving aircraft,

Maritime Museum of British Columbia. Mr. Justice

ships and walking on the adjacent islands, no sign

Sidney Smith was appointed Commissioner, to be

was ever found of them and indeed, apart from odd

assisted by two Assessors knowledgeable in marine

pieces of wooden material and a lifebuoy which had

matters. Lawyer J.B. Clearihue KC was appointed to

floated free, no trace of the sunken tug was ever

represent the interests of the Department of

discovered. The search was somewhat hampered by

Transport, W.H. Davey KC represented the Victoria

the complex currents associated with that area.

Tug Company and M. L. Tyrwhitt-Drake appeared

The Department of transport immediately initiated
an investigation in accordance with the legislation of
the Canada Shipping Act. This inquiry, then as now,

on behalf of Mr. W. Reader, father of one of the
drowned men. The inquiry lasted from 09 to 12
January, 1950.

was to try to determine the cause or causes of the

A prime witness in both inquiries was naturally the

accident, not to apportion blame. This investigation

young Gerald Anderson, but because of his youth,

was not open to the public. The board concluded

inexperience—he had only spent a few months at

their deliberations and their report was sent to the

sea—and the trauma resulting from his harrowing

Department of Transport in Ottawa on 09

experience he was unable to provide much more

December, 1949.

than the basic information about the event.

One of the features of these investigations is that

Evidence was given by the DOT marine surveyors as

information gleaned from them is not available in

to the fitness of the vessel for its intended duties and

subsequent formal hearings without the consent of

the overall condition of the vessel. It was carrying a

the parties involved. The information is however

sufficient quantity of life saving apparatus and was

given to Counsel in order for them to formulate

apparently sound in so far as strength and

their questions in the subsequent judicial hearings.

mechanical safety was concerned. The was some

On the 16 December, General George Pearkes, the
MP representing Nanaimo, wrote to the Hon. Lionel
Chevrier, Minister of Transport requesting a public
inquiry into the disaster. To some extent this was
unnecessary as such inquiries were more or less a
matter of course when loss of life was involved.

conflict between the evidence of a private naval
architect and the government naval architect. The
private naval architect gave it as his view that the
vessel was inherently unsafe in all likely operating
conditions and he felt that the vessel should not be
at sea under any circumstances. The government
representative rejected the claims of instability and

On 20 December, 1949, the Minister of Transport

suggested the calculations leading to that conclusion

ordered an official inquiry into the causes of the

were based on flawed premises. At issue was the

disaster, which was initially scheduled to be held in

ability of the vessel to right herself after being

Vancouver. There followed a number of protests by

heeled by external forces - waves or wind.
Other witnesses included former members of the

tug’s crew who agreed that the vessel rolled
considerably during rough wether but nevertheless
agreed that they would have returned to serve
aboard if called. Instances were cited of sister ships
foundering, and it was claimed that of the original
54 vessels of this class built, only 6 were now afloat
The conclusion reached by the court was that the
vessel sank due to the action of the waves on the
vessel causing it to heel to one side. During this
time water flooded into the engine room through an
open door. This hindered the prompt return of the
vessel to the upright condition and before she could
do so another wave caused her to heel further. The
vessel remained on her side preventing the orderly
launch of the lifeboat and causing it to be damaged
in the process.
The engine room had two doors leading from the
deck, one on each side of the ship. The doors were
of the type usually known as ‘barn doors’ and it was
the practice when steaming to keep a door, or part
door, to allow for sufficient air to reach the engine.
The door kept open was usually on the lee side of
the ship, that is to say the side sheltered from the
wind. As the tug turned to round Trial Island it was
struck on the side by the full force of the winds and
the waves generated by the SE gale. This
combination caused a knock-down of the tug
pushing the side with the open door towards the
water and this is when down-flooding occurred.
No blame was attributed to the captain who,
although only a young man, was considered by the
company and his peers to be a competent master
and of sound judgement; neither was any blame
attached to the Victoria Tug Company who were
considered “innocent of all knowledge of the
weakness in the stability of their vessel...and that no
fault or error of judgement can be attributed to the
Steamship Inspectors”.
Mr. Anderson was the only non-swimmer in the
crew.
Mike Harrison

CONTACT US
By regular mail at...
The Victoria Historical Society
PO Box 50001
Victoria BC V8S 5LB
By E-mail at...
inquiry@victoriahistoricalsociety.bc.ca

